
50 Tricks With Thumb Tip
A thumb tip is a small, flesh-colored object that can be worn on the thumb
to create the illusion of a floating coin, ball, or other object. It is a versatile
prop that can be used for a variety of magic tricks, from simple sleight-of-
hand to elaborate illusions.

In this article, we will explore 50 different tricks that you can perform with a
thumb tip. These tricks are divided into four categories: basic, intermediate,
advanced, and professional. We will provide step-by-step instructions for
each trick, as well as tips on how to perform them smoothly and effectively.
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Basic Thumb Tip Tricks

These tricks are ideal for beginners who are just learning how to use a
thumb tip. They are relatively easy to perform and can be mastered with a
little practice.
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1. Floating Coin: This is one of the most classic thumb tip tricks. It
involves making a coin appear to float in mid-air.

Show an audience a coin and pretend to place it in your hand.

Actually, palm the coin and put the thumb tip on your thumb.

Slowly move your hand up and down, making it seem like the coin
is floating.

Finally, reveal the coin by opening your hand.

2. Vanishing Coin: This trick is similar to the floating coin trick, but it
involves making a coin disappear instead of float.

3. Appearing Coin: This trick is the opposite of the vanishing coin trick. It
involves making a coin appear out of thin air.

4. Jumping Coin: This trick is a lot of fun to perform. It involves making a
coin jump from one hand to the other.

5. Spinning Coin: This trick involves making a coin spin on its edge.

Intermediate Thumb Tip Tricks

These tricks are a bit more challenging than the basic tricks, but they are
still within the reach of most magicians. With a little practice, you can
master these tricks and impress your audience.

1. Coin Roll: This trick involves making a coin roll up and down your
arm.

2. Coin Matrix: This trick involves making a coin appear and disappear
from a grid of squares.



3. Multiplying Coins: This trick involves making a single coin multiply
into several coins.

4. Coin through Table: This trick involves making a coin pass through a
solid table.

5. Coin in Bottle: This trick involves making a coin appear inside a
sealed bottle.

Advanced Thumb Tip Tricks

These tricks are the most challenging to perform, but they can also be the
most rewarding. If you can master these tricks, you will be able to amaze
your audience with your incredible skill.

1. Coin Cascade: This trick involves making a coin cascade down your
arm.

2. Coin Shower: This trick involves making a shower of coins appear
from your fingertips.

3. Coin Teleportation: This trick involves making a coin teleport from
one location to another.

4. Coin Matrix Reloaded: This trick is a more advanced version of the
coin matrix trick.

5. Multiplying Coins Deluxe: This trick is a more advanced version of
the multiplying coins trick.

Professional Thumb Tip Tricks

These tricks are the most difficult to perform, and they require years of
practice to master. If you can perform these tricks, you will be in the top



echelon of magicians.

1. Coin through Glass: This trick involves making a coin pass through a
pane of glass.

2. Coin through Skin: This trick involves making a coin pass through
your own skin.

3. Coin through Skull: This trick involves making a coin pass through
your own skull.

4. Fingertip Penetration: This trick involves making a coin penetrate
your own fingertip.

5. Matrix Reloaded Deluxe: This trick is the most advanced version of
the coin matrix trick.

Tips for Performing Thumb Tip Tricks

Here are a few tips to help you perform thumb tip tricks smoothly and
effectively:

Practice, practice, practice. The more you practice, the better you will
become at performing thumb tip tricks.

Use a good quality thumb tip. A good quality thumb tip will be made of
a durable material and will fit snugly on your thumb.

Be confident. If you are confident in your abilities, your audience will be
more likely to be impressed by your tricks.

Have fun. Thumb tip tricks are a lot of fun to perform. So relax and
enjoy yourself



Thumb tip tricks are a versatile and entertaining way to amaze your
audience. With a little practice, you can master these tricks and become a
skilled magician.
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Emergence First Colony: a Ken Lozito
Masterpiece
Nestled amidst the pristine coastal landscapes of Boynton Beach,
Florida, Emergence First Colony stands as a testament to the visionary...
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